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40.1 Introduction

It will go like this. You are in a hurry and you need to generate random data structures, so you turn to what your favorite programming language provides—it is C++ after all, how could it hurt you? Or maybe it will sneak up on you. You are prototyping and do not want to worry about implementation details. This graphical tool is so practical and elegant, what could go wrong?

The answer to both questions is `rand()`.

`rand()` can hurt your project because many implementations still use a linear congruential random number generator (LCG), a family of random number generators that were in use as early as 1949 (Lehmer 1949). Many tools still use `rand()` today to generate integers, real numbers, and Boolean values. Such vintage random number generators are still here because they are fast and simple, not because they work well.

The next section presents `rand()`. It explains what an LCG is, how it works, and how it can hurt your project when used to generate random Boolean values, for example. The following section presents better LCGs than the ones built into most current-day compilers. Finally, we present a technique that combines two LCGs to provide randomness you can use. Code for this technique will be provided on the book’s website.
40.2 rand(): When Randomness Means Cautiousness

In this section, we explain: Why are linear congruential random number generators linear? Why are they congruential? How can we visualize these properties? What about rand(), how does it work?

A linear congruential random number generator is linear because it uses a linear equation to generate the next random number \( x_n \) from the previous random number \( x_{n-1} \):

\[
x_n = ax_{n-1} + b
\]

which gives:

\[
x_{n \geq 0} = a^n x_0 + \sum_{i=0}^{n-1} ba^i
\]

where \( x_0 \) is the seed of the random number generator. Consequently, with \( a > 0, b \geq 0 \) and \( x_0 > 0 \) we have:

\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} x_n = \infty
\]

If we choose \( a = 2, b = 3 \) and \( x_0 = 0 \) then \( x_{15} = 98301 \) is the first generated number, which cannot be represented with an unsigned 16-bit integer, whereas \( x_{29} = 1610612733 \) is the largest number, which can be represented by a signed 32-bit integer. We obviously need more than just 29 possible random values.

A linear congruential random number generator is congruential because it frames the generated numbers with the help of a modulus operation:

\[
x_n = (ax_{n-1} + b) \mod m
\]

For a positive integer \( m \) two integers \( a \) and \( b \) are said to be congruent modulo \( m \) when

\[
a \mod m = b \mod m
\]

For example, you can choose \( b = a + m \). Consequently, LCGs are periodic random number generators: For some value of \( n \), you will get numbers that have already been generated, in the same order. The following LCG, originally proposed by Derrick Lehmer (Lehmer 1949), has a proven repetition period of 5 882 352:

\[
x_n = (23x_{n-1}) \mod (10^8 + 1)
\]

When \( b = 0 \) the LCG is called multiplicative and one must be careful with the seed, since \( x_0 = 0 \) will force \( x_{n>0} = 0 \) (that is, once one value is 0, then all following values will also be 0), which is certainly not random. Consequently, seeds for multiplicative LCGs must be chosen in the range \([1,m]\)—that is, at least equal to 1 and strictly less than \( m \). To avoid \( x_n = 0 \) becoming true for some other generated value, multiplicative LCGs are designed so that only \( x_{n-1} = m \) would give \( x_n = 0 \), which is impossible by definition since all generated values are strictly less than the modulus \( m \).
Both linearity and periodicity of LCGs can be easily visualized by plotting the points made of the pairs \((x_{n-1}, x_n)\) of successive numbers that have been generated; if we further divide the generated numbers by \(m\), we get a normalized plot over the unit range \((0,1)\), of the linear and repetitive behavior of an LCG, as shown in Figure 40.1.

All LCGs repeat themselves for some value of \(n\), including \texttt{rand()}. Visualizations for ANSI C (X3J11 1988) and Visual C++ 2015 are shown in Figure 40.2.
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Figure 40.1
\(a = 23, b = 0\) and \(m = 10^8 + 1\) has a repetition period of 5 882 352.

Figure 40.2
(a) \texttt{rand()} from ANSI C. (b) Visual C++ 2015’s \texttt{rand()}. 
Here is the portable implementation of \texttt{rand()} from ANSI C \((a = 1103515245, b = 12345 \text{ and } m = 32768)\):

\begin{verbatim}
static unsigned long int next = 1;
int rand(void) /* RAND_MAX assumed to be 32767 */
{
    next = next * 1103515245 + 12345;
    return (unsigned int)(next/65536) % 32768;
}
\end{verbatim}

And here is the LCG which is still used by Visual Studio’s C and C++ (Lomont 2008):

\[
x_n = (214013 x_{n-1} + 2531011) \mod 2^{31}
\]

Note that as \(b \neq 0\) for both previous LCGs, the seed \(x_0\) can safely be chosen in the range \((0, m)\) (i.e., greater or equal to 0 and strictly less than \(m\)) and \(x_{n-1} = 561051201\) is the only value in the range \((0, 2^{31})\) such that:

\[
(214013 x_{n-1} + 2531011) \mod 2^{31} = 0
\]

The \(i\)th bit of this LCG has a period of \(2^i\) (L’Écuyer 1990), highlighted in gray in the following \((x_0 = 0)\):

\[
\begin{align*}
x_{n20} & \ & \ & \ & \ & \ & \ & \ & \ & = 1,0,1,0,1,0, \ldots \\
x_{n20} & \ & \ & \ & \ & \ & \ & \ & \ & \ & \ & \ & = 1,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,1,0, \ldots \\
x_{n20} & \ & \ & \ & \ & \ & \ & \ & \ & \ & \ & \ & = 0,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,0,1,1,1,0,0,0 \ldots
\end{align*}
\]

Since \(2^{31} = 2^{16+15} = 2^{16} \times 2^{15}\), Microsoft’s implementation of \texttt{rand()} divides \(x_n\) by \(2^{16}\) which deletes the 16 least significant (and most rapidly repeated) bits so that \texttt{rand()} returns values strictly less than \(2^{15} = 32768 = 1 + \text{RAND\_MAX}\). But the 17th bit nevertheless has a period of \(2^{17}\) and so on for the higher order bits of the numbers generated by \texttt{rand()}.

To illustrate one of the common pitfalls of working with \texttt{rand()}, we end this section with a discussion on generating random Boolean values. Integer values 0 and 1 are typically used to represent Boolean \texttt{false} and \texttt{true}, respectively, so it makes sense to generate 0 and 1 values with \texttt{rand()} using a modulus operation:

\begin{verbatim}
bool RandBoolMod(void)
{
    return ((rand() % 2) == 1) ? true: false;
}
\end{verbatim}
It is also possible to divide \( \text{rand()} \) by \((\text{RAND\_MAX}+1)\), multiply by 2, truncate the result and return the result as a Boolean value, which is the method used by the Unreal Engine 4:

```c
bool RandBoolDiv(void)
{
    int b = (int) ((2.0f * rand()) / (RAND_MAX + 1));
    return (b == 1) ? true: false;
}
```

Both methods are valid; however, as predicted by the discussion above on the periodicity of the \(i\)th bit and as shown in Figure 40.3 above, \text{RandBoolDiv()} will generate longer series of the same Boolean value than \text{RandBoolMod()}, thus increasing the perception that your game is cheating (Rabin 2004). As a result, on one hand the series of random Boolean values generated with \text{rand()} has a smaller period than that of a better LCG and on the other hand there are very long subseries with the same Boolean value, that is either false or true.

### 40.3 Vintage LCGs You Could Use

Over the years, many empirical and theoretical tests have been developed to assess the performance of LCGs, thus pushing forward the search for better LCGs. We begin with two LCGs reported by NASA as two useful uniform random number generators with very satisfactory performance (Howell and Rheinfurth 82, page 2):

\[
x_n = (16807 \times_{n-1}) \mod (2^{31} - 1)
\]

\[
x_n = (29903947 \times_{n-1}) \mod (2^{31} - 1)
\]
The LCG with \( a = 16807 \) and \( m = 2^{31} - 1 \) is sometimes considered the minimal standard (Park and Miller 1988) for LCGs and both exhaustive search, and theoretical work has shown that for \( m = 2^{31} - 1 \), the choice of \( a = 16807 \) is one of the best possible values (L'Écuyer 1988) for the multiplier \( a \). Other good choices include \( a = 742938285 \), \( a = 950706376 \) and \( a = 630360016 \). An even better option is the LCG:

\[
x_n = (40692 \times n_{n-1}) \mod (2147483399)
\]

which is reported to achieve excellent performance (L’Écuyer 1988). Both of these LCGs are visualized in Figure 40.4.

40.4 Combined LCGs: LCGs You Can Use

Although the LCGs in Figure 40.4 are getting better and better, they still suffer from the same inherent problems as \( \text{rand}() \). One way to do significantly better is to combine the output of multiple LCGs. Assume two distinct LCGs:

\[
x_{1,n} = (a_1 x_{1,n-1} + b_1) \mod m_1 \\
x_{2,n} = (a_2 x_{2,n-1} + b_2) \mod m_2
\]

Here is how to combine \( x_{1,n} \) and \( x_{2,n} \) into one LCG (L’Écuyer 1988):

\[
x_n = (x_{1,n-1} - x_{2,n-1}) \mod (m_1 - 1)
\]

In theory you can combine as many LCGs as you want (L’Écuyer 1988) (with obvious runtime costs), but two are enough to provide far better performance than one LCG alone.
As you can see in Figure 40.5, a combination of two LCGs does not show the linear and congruential properties we have seen in Figures 40.1, 40.2, and 40.4. Although not perfect, combined LCGs achieve the best randomness that LCGs can provide. If you want to keep using vintage random number generators, combined LCGs are the approach that you should use.

The code used to generate Figure 40.5 is available on the website, and can be plugged directly in to your game.

40.5 Conclusion

Let us face it: stop using \texttt{rand()}. This can be difficult if not impossible as \texttt{rand()} can be hidden in other random functions (such as those built into a third-party game engine), but the effort is worth it. For example, consider combining LCGs as presented in Section 40.4!
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